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SET TO FEED A GROWING STEEL MARKET
With the 100% owned Agbaja Integrated Cast Steel Project (“Agbaja” or ‘the Project”) in
southern Nigeria, Kogi Iron Limited (“Kogi” or “the Company”) is well placed to take advantage
of the Nigerian Government’s target, as part of the Economic Recovery and Growth Plan
(“ERGP”), for the country to become self sufficient in steel production.
The Company is currently undertaking a Definitive Feasibility Study (“DFS” or “the Study”) on
the Project, which is planned to produce competitively priced steel billet, with the DFS expected
to be completed by the end of CY2019. A key input into the DFS (including with regards to
production volumes) are the results of a marketing study completed by MB Fastmarkets,
which concluded that Nigeria has the potential to handle up to an additional 1.5 Mtpa of billet,
with export potential of an additional 100,000 tpa to 250,000 tpa - the same study forecast a
long term billet price of US$468/tonne, with the potential for premiums of US$150/tonne to
US$200/tonne for higher quality product meeting CARES specifications.
The cornerstone for the Project is the captive Agbaja oolitic iron deposit, which has a Mineral
Resource Estimate (“MRE”) of 586.3 Mt @ 41.3% Fe, 80% of which is in the Indicated
category; of this global figure 405 Mt @ 45.1% Fe (79% Indicated) is of suitable quality and
size to feed a long term operation; this also has considerable expansion potential, as it covers
only 20% of the prospective geology.
Also critically, the Project is adjacent to power (electricity and gas) and transport (road and river)
infrastructure. Other raw materials, including coal and limestone, can be sourced nearby, with
testwork demonstrating the suitability of coal from two sources within 70 km of Agbaja for
the proposed operation, with both also having the capacity to supply 100% of requirements.
A number of steel mills are located in the broader region, which are potential customers for
the steel billet - testwork has shown that high quality steel can be produced from the Agbaja
iron ore which should provide suitable feed for these mills. The Company has signed a Letter
of Intent with the Inner Galaxy Group, one of the largest steelmakers in the region, with
this, in addition to providing the potential for offtake, looking to set the framework for future
cooperation, including in developing the Project.
The Company is currently pursuing funding options, with this including discussions with export
credit agency (“ECA”) lenders - responses to date have been very positive and support the
Company’s indicative 70% debt funding model, with Kogi looking at options with regards to
the 30% equity, including a possible listing in London.
In addition to improving political stability, the Nigerian economy (which is the largest in Africa)
has started to pick-up after the recent oil price driven recession, with some seeing boom times
ahead for the country. This is expected to feed into the recovery in demand for rebar (and other
steel products) for use in the construction industry, and hence a forecast 1.5 mtpa increase
in billet demand to 2.9 mtpa by 2030 - rebar forms the bulk of steel production in Nigeria.
There is doubt as to whether there will be sufficient domestic scrap to meet this demand (and
with imported scrap being relatively expensive, a ban on exporting scrap and no domestic
production of DRI or pig iron), therefore there will be the need for alternative domestic iron
sources, and hence the potential of Agbaja.

KEY POINTS

Mark Gordon - Senior Analyst

The investment opinion in this report is current as
at the date of publication. Investors and advisers
should be aware that over time the circumstances
of the issuer and/or product may change which
may affect our investment opinion.
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 Raw material availability: Agbaja is ideally located with regards to the availability of raw
materials for steel making, including the 100% owned Agbaja iron deposit, which is also
the location of planned operations.
 Infrastructure rich: This covers both transport and energy infrastructure; in addition the
Project will have ready access to labour and light engineering services in the nearby towns,
including the state capital, Lokoja (pop. 200,000).
 Largely permitted, strong support: The Project is largely permitted, with key Mining
Leases being granted, and the vital Community Development Agreement (“CDA”) being
signed by the local communities and approved by the Federal Government - the signing of
the CDA highlights the strong relationship between the Company and the supportive local
community in addition to strong government support.
 Proven production process: The planned production process uses well proven, off the
shelf equipment including rotary sponge kilns to produce direct reduced iron (“DRI”) and
electric arc furnaces/converters to upgrade this to the final steel billet product; in addition
the suitability of the Agbaja ore for this process has now been demonstrated.
 Potential relatively low cost, high margin operation: The combination of a number of
the factors above highlights the potential for a relatively low capital and operating cost and
thus a relatively high margin operation.
 Steady news flow: We would expect steady news flow heading towards completion of
the DFS; the key event however will be the finalisation of the Study.
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SWOT ANALYSIS
Strengths
 Expected low cost producer: With access to what we expect to be relatively cheap
raw materials (including the captive iron ore deposit), which form the bulk of the cost of
steel production, we would expect Kogi to become a very competitive supplier into the
domestic, and potentially, export markets.
 Large, easily mineable resource: The iron ore Resource is large, shallow, flat lying and
friable, and thus should provide for a low strip ratio and low cost mining and beneficiation.
 Access to infrastructure and labour: The ready availability of both transport and energy
infrastructure is a potential major benefit in both logistics and costs; in addition the
proximity to towns provides access to labour and light engineering support.
 Proven processing route: A key risk to some operations is the requirement to use bespoke
operating procedures - this is not the case with Agbaja with the planned processing route
being well proven globally.
 Ready and growing market for billet: With the expected strong growth in the Nigerian
economy and growth in demand for finished steel products, there should be a ready
market for quality, competitively priced billet to feed domestic steel mills.
 Permits in place and strong community relationships: Most of the permits required
to commence operations are in place, with some work still required on the proposed
processing operations - those in place include the key Community Development Approval
(“CDA”) with the local communities, which details the support that Kogi will provide for
the local communities - this includes amongst others employment, training and education
of prospective employees, and assistance with the supply of power and water to the
communities, and was negotiated with the paramount ruler of the region. On the other
side the CDA includes consents and support for the Project from the local communities.
The signing of this document highlights the strong relationship between the Company and
local communities.
 Government support: Partly by virtue of the government’s wish to become self sufficient
in steel production, the Project enjoys strong support.
 Strong support from ECA groups: Partially mitigating the development funding threat
as presented below is the strong support shown by ECA groups, with these confirming
that the Project could support 70% debt. The Company appointed experienced UK based
groups SD Capital Advisory and GKB Ventures as joint financial advisors, with both groups
having extensive experience in project finance, including in accessing ECA funding.
 Personnel: In addition to the experienced and committed offshore based Company staff
and consultants, Kogi has a very experienced Nigerian team.

Weaknesses
 Nigeria: The country has long had a perception of being unstable, corrupt, and a hard place
to do business in, with this deterring potential investors. On the other hand recent years
have seen a concerted effort by the Government to clean up the country, and importantly to
attract direct foreign investment (“DFI”). This reportedly appears to be generating positive
results, and if this continues there is the potential for significant growth and the generation
of good investment returns in the country. Also recently we have seen increasing political
stability with the recent re-election of the incumbent president.

Opportunities
 Project expansion: The current Resource should be suitable to allow for considerable
expansions in any planned long term operations; there is also good potential to significantly
increase the iron ore inventory through only limited drilling.
 Additional markets: There is the potential for exports to neighbouring countries - potential
exports to Ghana and Cameroon have been flagged by Fastmarkets MB, which prepared
the DFS Marketing Study.
 Letter of Intent with Inner Galaxy Group: This provides the opportunity for broader
cooperation and the potential for offtake with a group which is a major regional steelmaker
and that has a wish to become involved in the development of the Project.

Threats
 Markets and short term funding: These are perennial threats for junior resources
companies, and include the effects of the stock and metals markets on the ability to fund
juniors - the Company requires up to A$10 million in the medium term, and thus this is
a risk here - the Company may have to look at various options in acquiring this finance
- bringing in a partner at the Project level may be one route forward.
 Development funding: This is a key risk down the track with project finance being
relatively tight for major resource projects. Mitigating this however is strong support for
the Project shown by ECA funding groups as mentioned earlier.
 Politics and sovereign risk: Although Nigeria is politically stable at the moment, with
policies and legislation in place to attract DFI, sovereign and political risk are perennial
concerns in Africa.
Independent Investment Research
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OVERVIEW
STRATEGY AND PROJECT OVERVIEW
 Kogi is concentrating activities on developing the 100% owned Agbaja Integrated Cast
Steel Project in Southern Nigeria (Figure 1), for which a DFS is underway and planned for
completion by the end of CY2019, and with, depending on finance and a positive DFS, the
potential to commence production of steel billet in 2022.
 The DFS is predicated on an integrated steel billet production facility, using the Company’s
100% owned oolitic iron ore - although the plant size will be determined in the DFS, the
Fastmarkets MB report concluded that Nigeria will be able to handle potential new billet
production of up to 1.5 Mtpa, with export potential of between 100 ktpa and 250 ktpa.
 In addition to the available iron ore, there are at least two coal deposits within trucking
distance that test work has shown can provide coal suitable for steelmaking and there is
readily available limestone.
 The planned process includes feeding the locally mined iron ore, limestone and coal into a
rotary sponge kiln to produce DRI, and then charging this into an EAF (with an integrated
converter) to produce cast steel billets - all processes are “off the shelf” and in wide use
globally.
 Steel production test work has recently been completed using oolitic ore from Agbaja,
with this successfully producing steel that meets marketable specifications; likewise test
work has shown that the locally available coal is suitable for the process.
 Nigeria currently produces ~1.5 Mtpa of long products largely produced from locally
sourced scrap; long product demand is forecast to grow to ~ 2.8 Mt by 2030, however
with the domestic scrap pool not expected to keep up with demand there will be the
requirement for additional types of feed to come on stream.
 Should the Project go ahead it will be the first fully operating integrated facility in the
country - although the Ajaokuta Steel Complex (Figure 1) has been in “development” since
1979 activities to date have been limited to some rolling of long products.
Figure 1: Agbaja location map



Source: Kogi
Independent Investment Research
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FINANCIAL POSITION
 As of December 31, 2018 the Company had A$0.336 million in cash and no debt; the
Company subsequently placed A$0.56 million to sophisticated investors.
 During the twelve months to December 31, 2018 Kogi spent A$1.453 million on exploration
and evaluation and A$1.972 million on administration - the exploration and evaluation
activities largely included bulk sample metallurgical testwork on assessing the suitability
of the iron ore for and coal for steelmaking; administration expenses included those for
both Nigeria and Australia.
 Prior to the February 2019 placement, most recent capital raises were in H1, CY2018, with
these including (before costs) A$2 million raised in a placement and A$938,868 in an SPP
at A$0.10/share; these were followed by the exercise of 29.8 million A$0.0305 options
raising A$908,900.
 The Company expects that the funding required to financial close is A$10 million, of which
A$4.5 million will be required to complete the DFS.

COMPANY STRUCTURE
 The Project is 100% owned through a Nigerian subsidiary, KCM Mining Limited (Figure 2).
 KCM is led by Acting Country Manager Mr Alabi Samuel Olugbenga, a Lokoja born
geologist, who has been key with developing the strong relationships with the paramount
ruler and local communities.
Figure 2: Company structure



Source: Kogi

AGBAJA INTEGRATED CAST STEEL PROJECT (KOGI – 100%)
 This section contains details of location, infrastructure and the current activities - details of
the geology, mineralisation and Reserves/Resources are presented in Appendix 1.

LOCATION, TENURE AND INFRASTRUCTURE
 Agbaja is located in Kogi State, immediately to the north of the State Capital of Lokaja
(2006 population of ~200,000), and ~150 km south by high quality highway from Nigeria’s
capital, Abuja; the Project is also located near the confluence of the navigable Niger and
Benue Rivers.
 The Project includes three granted Mining Leases (“ML”) and two Exploration Licences
(“EL”) for a nominal area of 131.2 km2 (Table 1) - this area quoted on licence documentation
is based on a Cadastral Unit (“CU”) nominal area of 20 ha, however a CU actually covers
an area of 15 seconds by 15 seconds, which, at Lokaja, has an area of ~21.3 ha.
 The area is well served by transport infrastructure, including roads, and the Niger and
Benue Rivers (which is the largest tributary of the Niger) - the Niger River is navigable
down to Port Warri in the delta, and thus barging may be an option in transporting products
for export - barging was considered in the 2013 iron ore concentrate production PFS.
Independent Investment Research
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 There is sufficient grid power available for planned operations, with a HT line passing
within 3 km of the planned operations (however Nigerian grid power can be unreliable);
there is an option to put in a gas powered generation plant, with a currently used gas
pipeline, reportedly with ample capacity, passing within 12 km (Figure 3).
Figure 3: Agbaja tenements and infrastructure

Source: Adapted from Kogi. Note that tenements on the main map are as of 2013 - the inset shows current
tenements in black outline on the DTM image.
Table 1: Tenement schedule

Tenement

Cadastral
Units (CU)

Nominal
Area
(km2)

Actual
Area (km2)

Grant

Expiry

ML 24607

240

48.0

50.85

2/23/2017

2/22/2042

Over original EL 12124

ML 24606

216

43.2

45.76

2/23/2017

2/22/2042

Over original EL 12124

Notes

ML 25376

20

4.0

4.24

6/1/2017

5/31/2042

EL 28784

108

21.6

22.88

1/3/2019

1/2/2022

Replaces EL 16998

EL 14847

72

14.4

15.25

9/9/2013

9/8/2016

To be converted into an ML

Total

656

131.2

139.07

N/A

N/A

Source: Kogi

 One feature of the planned operations is that the EAF will produce excess heat, which will
be able to be utilised to generate a large proportion of the planned power requirements.
 The Agbaja Plateau, due to the lateritic soil, is of generally low value for agriculture, however
the ~3,000 villagers from two villages who reside on the plateau (with whom which the
Company has a signed and approved Community Development Agreement) farm and hunt
and reportedly are able to sell goods that are surplus to their needs.
Independent Investment Research
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CURRENT ACTIVITIES BY KOGI
Summary
 Current activities are focussed on the ongoing DFS for the integrated steel production
operations, with this planned to be completed within the next six to nine months.
 Key activities to date have included:
––

Mine design and optimisation (ongoing)

––

Process plant design and costing (ongoing)

––

Steel production testwork (completed)

––

Coal testwork (completed)

––

Community Development Agreement (agreed and approved)

––

Environmental studies (completed on the mine sites, ongoing for the proposed plant),

––

Marketing study (completed); and,

––

Offtake and financing (ongoing).

 Kogi has also recently engaged independent engineering firm Farnborough Engineering
Consultants Ltd to undertake an interim review of the DFS, which will provide capex and
opex numbers and the optimum production profile.

Mine Design and Optimisation
 This work is ongoing however mining methods and preliminary equipment selections
have been made - final designs and equipment will depend on the scope of the planned
operation.
 Mining operations are planned to be undertaken by a contractor, and are expected to be
free dig given the friable nature of the mineralisation; following pre-strip it is expected that
mining will commence by the development of a drop cut to the full depth of mineralisation,
with mining then progressing along strike and the pit sequentially being backfilled with
bleached laterite and processing tails
 The mining will initially involve pre-stripping of the laterite to expose the ore - some laterite
may be used for construction work, with the ferruginous laterite to be stockpiled for
potential future treatment and the bleached material returned to the pits.

Process Plant Design and Steel Testwork
 The conceptual design is presented in Figure 4, and includes:
––

Beneficiation of ROM ore, including crushing, screening and high pressure washing to
remove alumina (in clays) - ore is then screened into coarse material and fines - given
the soft nature of the mineralisation beneficiation costs are expected to be low,

––

The fines are stockpiled for potential future conversion to pellets, with the coarse
material being fed into rotary kilns along with coal and limestone to make a DRI
product; and,

––

Smelting of the DRI product in two EAFs (with integrated converters) to initially
produce pig iron, followed by continuous casting to produce steel billets.

 The efficacy of the planned route was proved by a pilot run with results being released to
the market on September 25, 2018; this followed on from extensive previous work.
 One of the potential issues with the Agbaja ore is high phosphorous, however phosphorous
(and other deleterious elements) were removed through the steel making process, with
this requiring an estimated addition cost of ~US$5/tonne of steel for the required fluxes.
 The steel production work was completed by Mintek (and overseen be lead metallurgical
consultant Tenova) in Johannesburg, and had the following aims:

Independent Investment Research

––

Demonstrate the technical feasibility of smelting beneficiated Agbaja iron ore in a pilot
scale electric arc furnace to produce a crude pig iron,

––

Generate enough process information to assist with design and construction of the
process on a commercial scale,

––

Demonstrate refining of the pig iron to produce a cast steel suitable for billet steel
making; and,

––

Generate 50 kg of ‘on-spec’ cast steel for marketing purposes.
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Figure 4: Conceptual processing route

Source: Kogi

 The process included:
––

Smelting of 4.2 tonnes of iron ore concentrate in a 200 kVA arc furnace to produce 2
tonnes of pig iron,

––

Refining of selected pig iron ingots in a 50 kg capacity, 80 kW induction furnace - this
required 22% carbon by pig iron feed weight and 18% limestone and resulted in an
overall iron recovery of 90%.

 Optimum refining conditions were then established and demonstrated through powder
refining, with this also demonstrating effective removal of impurities.
 The work was successful, with the finished product (Figure 5) being within spec for a cast
steel product suitable for use in billet making - key parameters for a marketable product
include (with the analyses of the test work product in parentheses) >99.0% Fe (99.61%),
<0.31% C (0.0939%), <0.30% Si (0.015%), <1.10% Mn (0.003%), <0.045% P (0.0194%)
and <0.045% S (<0.0632%).
 Another factor of the process is that there are significant heat losses from the system that
can be partly used to generate power - the average input power of the test was 200 kW
with losses being 165 kW, or over 80% of the energy required.
Figure 5: Sectioned final crude steel disc and cast ingots

Source: Kogi

Coal Testwork
 The final part of the metallurgical test work included assessing the suitability of local coals
for use in the planned production - this was undertaken by Torex, again being coordinated
and overseen by Tenova.
 As for the steel work, the results of this were positive, with the conclusion being that the
two local coals tested are suitable to be used as reductants in the pre-reduction stage.
Independent Investment Research
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 The targeted metalisation of the iron ore was 85%, with 85.3% being achieved using a
carbon/ore ratio of 35/100 - ratios of 20/100 to 35/100 were tested.
 Both of the coals tested are from sources within 70 km of Agbaja, and either can supply
100% of the Project requirements.

Community Development Agreement
 A key requirement for the granting of Mining Licences and the commencement of
operations is the signing of the CDA with the local communities, followed by approval by
the Federal Government.
 The CDA was signed in late 2016, with Federal Government approval being given in early
2017; this was followed soon after by the grant of ML24606 and ML24607 which cover the
main area of the planned operations.
 The CDA details the support that Kogi will provide for the local communities - this includes
amongst others employment, training and education of prospective employees, and
assistance with the supply of power and water to the communities.
 On the other side the CDA includes consents and support for the Project from the local
communities.

Environmental Studies/Approvals
 These studies have been completed and approvals given for the planned mining operations,
however some work is required for the proposed plant operations.

Marketing Study
 The Company appointed Fastmarkets MB (formerly Metal Bulletin) to undertake a
marketing study to be used in the DFS - the study was completed in December 2018.
 The study evaluated a number of growth scenarios for Nigeria, assessing opportunities
and risks, which resulted in the following key conclusions, as released to the market on
January 16, 2019:
––

There will be forecast demand in the Nigerian markets to handle an additional 1.5 Mtpa
of billet to supply the steel rolling operations,

––

There is the potential to export 100,000 tpa to 250,000 tpa of billet to Ghana and
Cameroon,

––

A long term (2019 to 2030) ex-works average billet price of US$476/tonne, with a range
from US$428/tonne to US$513/tonne - this is based on a long term international price
of US$441/tonne fob Black Sea, with the 2018 average price being US$489/tonne;
and,

––

There is the potential to achieve a price with a premium of US$150 to US$200/tonne
by producing billet meeting CARES specifications - this is the quality that the Company
plans to meet.

 Key inputs into the study included:
––

Expected recovery in billet demand to previous levels of 2.3 Mtpa by 2022-23, and up
to 2.9 mtpa by 2030 from the current levels of ~1.4 Mtpa,

––

Economic growth recovering after the oil price driven 2016-2017 recession, with this
augmented by the Government’s Economic Recovery and Growth Plan 2017-2020;
and,

––

Economic growth forecasts include overall growth rates increasing to 4% to 4.5% in
the medium term (in line with historic growth figures), partly driven by medium term
construction growth rates of 5 to 7%, with construction being the major market for
long products.

 The results of this study will be used to help determine the optimum operation size to be
used in the DFS.

Offtake and Finance
 The Company is actively pursuing funding and offtake solutions for the Project, and on the
funding side has appointed experienced UK based SD Capital Advisory (“SD”) and GKB
Ventures Limited (“GBK”) as joint financial advisors to advise on both the debt and equity
aspects of project financing.
 Both groups have very experienced principals, and in the case of GBK, the Managing
Director, Mr Gabriel Buck, has extensive experience in Export Credit Agency (“ECA”)
financing.
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 The Company is looking at ECA backed funding for at least part of the capex requirements
of Agbaja - this provides relatively cheap debt funding backed by the Government run
ECAs, which act as intermediatories between national governments and exporters.
 A market release of March 1, 2018 presented the following positive factors that would
potentially secure project financing - these were as outlined by GBK:
––

Import substitution of steel product with sales proceeds in US$ being held offshore,

––

Strong EPCM contractors on a turnkey bonded contract,

––

Simple low cost proven technology,

––

100% owned iron ore raw material supply (JORC resource of 586mt @ 41.3% Fe) with
required coal and limestone all within a 70 km radius,

––

Full ESIA / Equator compliance; and,

––

Community agreements and full mining licences are in place.

 An indicative funding model with 70% debt has been prepared - the ability of the Project
to support this level of debt has been confirmed by the ECA groups.
 The Company is also looking at options for raising the 30% equity required; these include
a listing in London that would provide a good footprint in the UK markets, with these
traditionally having a strong understanding of Africa.
 The Company has signed a Letter of Intent with Nigerian Inner Galaxy Group to provide a
framework for further discussions forming a strategic partnership for cooperation in the
development of the Project, which would likely include offtake - Inner Galaxy has expressed
a wish to support the Project.
 This has the potential to be a key alliance - Inner Galaxy is a significant Nigerian steel
maker, with steel production operations in the Lagos region of 200,000 tpa capacity and
with 800,000 tpa capacity at Port Harcourt making it the largest producer in that region.

PLANNED ACTIVITIES
 Current activities are focussed on the completion of the DFS within 6 to 9 months, followed
by achieving financial closure - the Company estimates that it will require ~A$10 million to
reach financial closure, with A$4.5 million quoted to complete the DFS.
 Key elements yet to be completed include process engineering design.
 There is still some pit geotechnical work required; the Company will also undertake
a minimal amount of shallow drilling on a 50 m x 50 m spacing to upgrade sufficient
mineralisation to Measured status to allow for conversion to Proven Reserves covering
one years’ operation.
 As an integral part of the mine design and optimisation work Global Reserves will also
be updated to suit the requirements of the integrated steel operation given that the 2014
Ore Reserves were based on the planned concentrate export scenario - this is a standard
operation and will require no drilling additional to that mentioned above.
 On the permitting front some additional environmental work is required on the proposed
processing plant.

CAPITAL STRUCTURE
 Kogi currently has 661.6 million fully paid ordinary shares and no options on issue.
 The largest shareholder is Tim Lebbon and associated parties, which collectively hold
9.17% - these include Noble Investments Super Fund Pty Ltd (6.08%), Leadenhall Australia
Pty Ltd and Sophisticated Capital Pty Ltd.
 Directors hold 1.22% of the Company.
 The Company has ~2,700 shareholders, with the top 20 holding 31.74%.

BOARD AND MANAGEMENT
 Mr Don Carroll – Non-Executive Chairman and Director: Mr Carroll is a former executive
with BHP Billiton with over 30 years of experience in the mining industry, principally
overseas in Asia, the United States and West Africa.
During this time he was responsible for the early development of the Kalimantan coal
projects, the marketing of minerals in Asia, including China, and was the President for BHP
Billiton in Japan and India. He was also the CEO for the Guinea Alumina project in West
Africa.
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He holds a Bachelor degree in Mining Engineering from Sydney University, is a member of
the Australian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy and the Institute of Company Directors.
 Mr Martin Wood – CEO and Managing Director: Martin started his career at NM
Rothschild, Standard Bank and Benfield, working in the resource finance and advisory
departments and being responsible for over US$2 Bn worth of transactions at these
institutions. In 2003 he rowed the Atlantic solo and, on his return, established Vicarage
Capital Limited, a UK based brokerage specialising in O&G, precious & base metal focused
exploration, development and production stage companies, with assets located across the
globe.
Martin holds a BA and MBA from Exeter University and is a former Chairman of the
Association of Mining Analysts.
 Mr Michael Tilley – Non-Executive Director: Michael is the Chairman and a founding
director of Terrain Capital. He has worked in the accounting and finance industries for
more than 45 years and has a broad range of senior advisory and project management
experience in all facets of corporate finance. His primary responsibility is the strategic
leadership of Terrain Capital’s business. Michael is currently Chairman of Norwest Minerals
Limited and Dacland Pty Ltd. He was formerly a director of Elysium Resources Limited,
Vision Super Pty Ltd, Industry Fund Management Pty Ltd Investor Advisory, Yarra Valley
Water Ltd and South Australian Tourism Commission, Oliver Hume Corporation Ltd and
Free Eyre Ltd.
 Mr Greg Boulton AM – Non-Executive Director: Greg has over 25 years’ experience as
a Director of Public Listed Companies and large Superannuation funds. This experience
includes the Logistics, Exploration, Mining and Resources sectors both in Australia and
overseas.
He is currently Chairman of Southern Gold Limited and the Super SA Board, and a Director
of Kangaroo Island Plantation Timbers Ltd and Cancer Council SA. Greg previously served
on the Boards of Port Adelaide Football Club Ltd, K&S Corporation Limited, Paragon Private
Equity and Business SA.
He holds a Bachelor of Arts (Accounting) from the University of South Australia and is a
Fellow of the Australian Institute of Directors, Institute of Chartered Accountants and the
Australian Society of Certified Practising Accountants.
 Mr Alabi Samuel Olugbena - Acting Country Manager, Nigeria: Alabi has been with
the project from its very inception and originally staked the ground over ten years ago. A
qualified geologist, Alabi is Acting Country Manager and being born in Lakoja has greatly
helped in his success at managing relations with local stakeholders.
 Mr Paul Marsden - Technical Advisor: Paul has had twenty seven years with Corus
Consulting (formerly British Steel Consultants Ltd) working in global iron ore and steel
industry developments. He has specialist expertise is in iron ore beneficiation, iron ore
product development, alternative iron-making processes and global iron ore markets and is
a Qualified Person in accordance with the Institute of Metals, Minerals and Mining (IOM3)
and its regulatory framework.

BACKGROUND - EAF STEELMAKING
 Steelmaking using EAFs has been around since the late 19th century, was widely used in
WW11, and is now widely used globally using a number of processes, including Corex and
Midrex - sizes can range from small one tonne units to those capable of producing 100s
of tonnes from one charge.
 The method uses an electric arc to heat and melt the charge, and, unlike standard blast
furnace steelmaking, is very flexible, in that the furnaces can easily be shut down or
restarted to suit demand - as such they are commonly associated with “mini-mills” that
supply largely long products into local markets.
 They are common in developing or newly developed countries - key examples include
India, Brazil, and for Kogi, Nigeria.
 Another key factor is that they can be charged with scrap (unlike traditional furnaces which
require iron ore), as well as other iron products including DRI, HBI or pig iron.
 As shown in Table 2 the main operating cost for EAF steelmaking is the iron feed (pig iron,
DRI or scrap, which averages around 70% of the operating costs), with energy making up
~10% to 20% - other relatively minor costs include fluxes, ferro-alloy additives and labour.
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 In Q4, 2018, global operating costs were ~US$430/tonne for EAF billets ~US$230/tonne
for DRI and ~US$320/tonne for pig iron.
Table 2: Indicative EAF operating costs - standalone operation
Indicative EAF operating costs - standalone operation
Item

Cost

Percentage

Iron feed (scrap/DRI/MPI/etc)

$300

70%

This is based on global market prices, and is where
Kogi should have an advantage

Iron feed transport

$15

4%

This will not be required for Kogi

Electricity

$47

11%

Labour

$8

2%

Other costs

$59

13%

Total

$430

100%

Notes

Source: IIR analysis

 The iron feed material, as well as other costs are indicative averages estimated from
several sources for a standalone EAF sourcing all materials from the open market - our
analysis indicates the costs above would be broadly representation of a DRI fed operation.
 It is in the cost for the DRI (and transport) where Kogi should have a significant advantage
- prices for traded DRI (as used in Table 2) are largely determined by the benchmark prices
for major inputs, including the iron ore and coal.
 As for an EAF the main costs for producing DRI in the rotary kiln are in the raw ingredients,
with these including (but not limited to):
––

Iron ore,

––

Coal,

––

Limestone; and,

––

Power.

 Although the iron ore at Agbaja is relatively low grade when compared to globally traded
products, and hence more needs to be used for each tonne of finished product, the cost
of the feed will just be the cost of mining and beneficiating the ore rather the cost of
purchasing and transporting materials from the global trade.


With regards to the coal, again we do not know what arrangement will be made with
the eventual supplier(s), however we may expect that this would again be cheaper than
importing material from the global markets.

 The upshot of this is that we may expect that the input costs for the pig iron, and thus the
iron billet production are likely to be substantially cheaper than for an operation sourcing
material from the market, and also, with no link to the global market prices, relatively
stable.

BACKGROUND – NIGERIA
Demographics and Government
 With a population of close to 200 million, Nigeria is the most populous country on the
African continent.
 Originally becoming a British protectorate in 1901, Nigeria gained independence in 1960,
and still remains a member of the Commonwealth of Nations.
 The largest city is Lagos, with a population estimated at around 21 million in 2016 - this
also makes it the largest city in Africa; the capital is Abuja, with an estimated population
of 2.5 million - Abuja is a planned city, and replaced Lagos as the capital on December 12,
1991.
 The country has over 500 ethnic groups, with the Hausa being the largest, making up
some 25% of the population; the second largest is the Yoruba, with 21%.
 Although hard to accurately ascertain, religion is split almost equally between Muslim and
Christian, with the Hausa being dominantly Muslim and the Yoruba including Christians,
Muslims and some traditional religions.
 Nigerian law is largely based on Christian law with a hierarchy of courts, however Sharia
law is practiced in the Muslim northern part of the country, with traditional tribal law also
being practiced in some areas.
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 Nigeria has a multi-party federal system of government, comprised of three branches,
namely legislative, executive and judicial; executive powers are vested in the President,
who is elected every four years - the last election was held in February 2019, which saw
the return of the incumbent President Muhammadu Buhari.
 Originally having a Westminster parliamentary model, the country moved to this more
American style of government with the adoption of a new constitution in 1976.
 The legislature (the National Assembly) has two houses, a Senate and a House of
Representatives, which serves as a check to the executive arm - the National Assembly
elections are held at the same time as the Presidential elections.
 The current phase of government, the so called “Fourth Republic”, has been in place since
1999; it has followed periods of relative stability interspersed with periods of unrest,
military rule and civil war.

Finance and Economy
 The country’s unit of currency is the Naira (“NGN”), with, at current rates, the US Dollar
being able to buy 361 Naira - the 10 year exchange rate history is shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6: NGN-USD exchange rate - 2009 to 2019

Source: IRESS

 The economy, which in 2017 was Africa’s largest with a GDP of US$376 billion relies heavily
on oil exports for foreign exchange and income, however oil and gas extraction makes up
9% of the economy overall (Figure 7).
 Per capita GDP is ~US$2,000, ranked 17/54 in Africa and 129th globally.
 Nigeria is Africa’s largest crude oil producer, with a production capacity of 2.5 MMbbl per
day, is a member of OPEC and was exempt from the OPEC production cuts that were
initiated in 2017.
 Oil, gas and processed fuel exports, which were valued at US$39.1 billion in 2017 made
up close to 90% of exports with a total value of US$44.1 billion - as mentioned the
country experienced a recession from 2016 to 2017 largely due to low oil prices and lower
production, with the Government subsequently putting in plans to reduce the country’s
reliance on oil for foreign exchange, with forex shortages a key issue.
Figure 7: Nigerian economy (2017) by % of GDP
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 The economy has started to grow again since late 2017, with Fastmarkets MB (and others)
forecasting it to rise to over 4% pa over the next few years; the last few years have also
seen oil production improve from a low of ~1.5 MMbbl per day to ~2 MMbbl per day
currently; at the same time average production costs have reportedly decreased from
US$23/bbl to US$20/bbl.
 The Government is actively seeking Direct Foreign Investment (“DFI”), particularly in the
mining and steel sectors - as part of the plans to grow the economy the country instituted
the multi-faceted Economic Recovery and Growth Plan (“ERGP”) in 2017, which by most
reports seems to be working.
 Some improvements under the ERGP include increasing power generation capacity (and
improving reliability), and improving the ease of doing business.

Mining in Nigeria
 In a step to promote and attract multinational resource companies to the country, Nigeria
introduced a new mining law and regulations in 2007 - this is modelled on that for most
advanced mining economies, is transparent and appears to working well, and is managed
at the Federal level.
 The Law recognises a number of tenement types, including:
––

Mining Leases - valid for 25 years, with an extension for an additional 20,

––

Exploration Licences - valid for an initial period of three years, with the potential for
two extensions of two years each; and,

––

Reconnaissance Licences - valid for one year only.

 In addition there are small mining licences and quarrying licences, with licences granted
for specific minerals.
 The country is largely under or unexplored, and to help in attracting explorers, the GSN
contracted Fugro Airborne Surveys to cover the country in two airborne magnetic surveys
(largely at 500 m line spacing) which were undertaken in 2005-7 and 2007-10; the latter
included some closer spaced, 200 m time domain electromagnetic surveying over selected
Phase 1 areas.
 The country is prospective for a broad range of solid minerals, being located over large
areas of the Proterozoic Pan-African mobile belts (Figure 9), and the proven iron ore and
coal deposits of the Cretaceous to Tertiary rift basins - the mineral resources map as
published by the GSN notes many hundreds of recognised mineral occurrences.
 Also as part of plans to attract international investment, a relatively attractive fiscal regime
has been introduced, which includes, amongst a number of others:
––

A three year tax holiday after commencement of operations which is renewable for
an additional two years - any dividend paid during this period will not be subject to the
usual 10% withholding tax,

––

Exemption from customs and import duties in respect of plant etc. used for mining
operations; and,

––

Accelerated capital allowances on mining expenditures.

 All factors are set out in the applicable legislation, with no requirement for negotiations;
in addition the operator is not required to provide the Government with an equity stake in
projects.

NIGERIA’S STEEL INDUSTRY - A BRIEF OVERVIEW
 One of the sectors that the Government is eager to grow is the steel industry - the country
largely relies on imports for its steel needs, with the Government stating that its aim is to
have Nigeria self-sufficient in steel production.
 As such a number of fiscal and other measures are in place to protect the industry,
including:
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A 30% tariff on imported finished steel products,
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The possibility of a 5% import tariff to be placed on billet imports in 2019; and,

––

The banning of scrap steel exports in 2015 - scrap steel is the main feed for domestic
steel production.
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 Some previous attempts to energise the industry have practically come to nought - a prime
example is the Ajaokuta Complex south of Lokaja, which was begun in 1979, and although
largely complete, the complex has not operated as a whole, although long products have
been produced from the final mill stage at times.
 Planned initial output from Ajaokuta was 1.3 mtpa of finished products, with the capacity
to increase this to 2.6 mtpa and then 5.2 mtpa; associated facilities include the coal, iron
ore and dolomite mines, and a 110 MW power station.
 The Government is again looking at ways to get the project restarted.
 The country currently has a low per capita consumption when compared to other countries
in Africa and globally - data published by the World Steel Association (“WSA”) indicates
2016 per capita finished steel product consumption of 12 kg, compared to the global
average of 235.4 kg (Table 3).
Table 3: Global per capita finished steel consumption
Global per capita finished steel consumption
Country/Region

2014

2015

2016

European Union

269.4

283.9

295.9

Other Europe

359.9

396.5

388.7

C.I.S.

284.8

241.1

244.6

N.A.F.T.A.

347.2

328.1

320.3

South America

132.2

119.3

100.9

Algeria

213.6

202.7

184.4

Angola

94.4

47.7

17.9

Cameroon

22.1

15.2

18.0

Egypt

122.9

126.8

131.7

Ethiopia

17.3

19.7

16.9

Ghana

45.4

52.3

51.0

Kenya

41.5

48.3

42.2

Morocco

91.5

93.0

104.3

Nigeria

20.8

16.8

12.0

South Africa

94.9

97.6

85.7

Tanzania

23.0

21.3

18.2

Africa

60.9

58.7

54.2

Middle East

423.5

410.6

377.1

Asia and Oceania

265.5

251.6

256.3

Total 74 countries

246.1

235.0

235.4

Source: WSA

 However, as there is no centralised reporting system for steel use in Nigeria, these figures,
which are based on a total consumption of 2,236 kt may be open to question - news
reports have placed steel imports in 2017 at ~7.1 million tonnes, estimated from import
values of US$3.3 billion and an average price of US$464.7/tonne (Steel News, May 24,
2018).
 How much of this relates to imports as final manufactured products (e.g. steel in
automobiles, wire ropes etc) and how much is finished rolled products (e.g. rebar, structural
sections, railway track, flat products) or imported scrap is unclear.
 Should the entire apparent consumption as alluded to by these figures, including imports
and domestic production, of ~8.6 million tonnes be counted, the per capita demand climbs
to ~45 kg per annum.
 This upper figure however is still well below the global average, and that of other large
developing nations, thus highlighting the growth potential for steel demand in Nigeria.
 There is reportedly ~6.5 mtpa of long product production capacity in Nigeria spread
between ~ 30 producers, however with no flat product capacity - Figure 8 presents the
market share by company.
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Figure 8: Nigerian long product production by company (2018)

Source: Kogi

 Long product demand is largely driven by rebar (used in construction), with this demand hit
by the recent recession - this is the sector of the market that will drive the domestic steel
market, and in the case of Kogi, billet demand.
 There however is no local production of other long products, including structural sections.
 All flat products are imported, with imports again falling over the same period as the falls
in long product demand.
 Domestic billet production is fed by scrap (both domestic and currently very minor imported)
- the country currently produces no iron ore, DRI or pig iron; in 2015 the Government
placed a ban on the export of scrap, given expected shortages for furnace feed with a pick
up in steel production.
 Fastmarkets MB, in their market study for Kogi, has forecast billet demand to increase
to 2.3 Mt by 2022-23 and 2.9 Mt by 2030 based on forecast increase in demand for long
products with a strengthening economy.
 They also pointed towards the expected shortage of domestic scrap, and hence the
requirement to find alternative sources of material for billet production - some potential
sources include billet imports (potentially subject to a 5% import tariff, as well as subject
to additional landed costs including freight and handling) and scrap imports (which are
relatively expensive, again having additional costs associated with them).
 As such the proposed Akbaja operation presents an opportunity, dependent upon the
outcomes of the DFS, to become a competitive domestic producer and supplier of steel
billet.

NIGERIA - IS IT IMPROVING?
 Nigeria has long had a reputation as being unstable and corrupt, with a number of issues
affecting the country, however recent events and actions point towards increased stability
and “sensible” government.
 In our view a key positive has been the return of the incumbent president in the recent
general elections for another four year term - this signals stability in Government, and will
also allow it to continue the drive to attract DFI.
 Partly in the drive to attract DFI, the Government has made a concerted effort to clean
up corruption over the past few years - according to Transparency International’s 2018
Corruption Perceptions Index the country has seen a gradual improvement since 2001,
however with this improvement slowing over the past five years - in 2018 the country
ranked 144 out of 180 countries.
 On the other hand, this is broadly in line with a number countries in which ASX listed
companies actively operate, including Mozambique (158/180), PNG and Mexico (tied for
138/180), and the DRC (161/180).
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 As mentioned above the Government has enacted the EGRP to attract DFI - one measure of
success has been the improvement in the country’s World Bank “Ease of Doing Business”
ranking from 169 in 2016 to 146 in 2018, slightly down from 145 in 2017.
 Positive gains were also seen in the World Economic Forum’s Competitiveness Index,
with the country averaging ~3.5/100 prior to 2017, however with an order of magnitude
improvement to 48/100 in 2017, which was repeated in 2018.
 One key disruptive issue however has been the presence of militant Islamic groups,
including Boko Haram, however with these wholly operating in the Islamic north of the
country; there has been some action (some religious, and some political, however not
related to Boko Haram) that affected oil production in the Niger Delta.
 The location of Agbaja, in the relatively peaceful south of the country largely insulates Kogi
from any actions by Boko Haram.
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APPENDIX 1 - AGBAJA PROJECT DETAILS
GEOLOGY AND MINERALISATION
 Iron ore mineralisation is hosted within a weathered Cretaceous to Tertiary rift to postrift sedimentary sequence, overlying Pan-African (Proterozoic) aged basement, containing
granites and metamorphic units (Figure 9).
Figure 9: Geological map of Nigeria

Source: Kogi

 The sedimentary rift units that host the mineralisation comprise continental fluvio-deltaic
to shallow marine sediments of the Agbaja Formation, and include interbedded sandstone
and claystone.
 The mineralisation style is a channel iron deposit, and it has been formed through the
weathering of a siderite/magnetic/kaolinite bearing oolitic sandstone, with this resulting in
the upgrade of the iron in the host horizon - the main iron minerals are magnetite (Fe3O4),
maghemite (a weathering product of magnetite with the same crystal structure) and
goethite, a hydrated iron oxide.
 Both magnetite and maghemite are magnetic, and thus the areas of mineralisation give a
high frequency magnetic response.
 Mineralisation is flat lying and laterally continuous, with the target ferrugineous oolite zone
being between 10 m and 20 m thick, and overlain by an up to 10 m thick laterite zone
(Figures 10 and 11) - the grade of the ferrugineous oolite is 45.1% Fe and that of the
overlying laterite is 32.9% Fe.
 The weathering profiles form distinct plateaux with steep margins (the Agbaja Plateau
stands between 150 m and 200 m above the surrounding areas) - MLs 24606 and 24607
cover approximately 100 km2 of the Agbaja Plateau, with all being considered prospective
for CID mineralisation.
 The initial 586.3 Mt Resource covers just 14.65 km2 in the northern part of the tenement
(Figure 12) - this area was selected for initial drilling on the basis of the thickness and depth
to top of the mineralisation determined from profile mapping and historical drilling; other
nearby plateaux hosting similar styles of mineralisation include Koton Kafi and Basa.
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 Importantly, the broader sedimentary package hosts nearby coal deposits, with this a key
input into the steelmaking process.
Figure 10: Typical cross section through mineralisation

Source: Kogi
Figure 11: Laterite and oolite road cut profile

Source: Kogi
Figure 12: Results of original Agbaja Plateau profile mapping on DTM model - MRE is outlined in yellow

Source: Kogi
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PROJECT HISTORY AND PREVIOUS WORK BY KOGI
Background
 The tenements were originally staked by the local subsidiary, KCM Mining, with an
Australian company, TGP Australia Ltd (“TGP”) then taking a 70% position in KCM through
the Australian holding company, KCM Mining Holdings Ltd (“KCMH”, as shown in Figure 2)
- current Chairman Mr Don Carroll was a principal of TGP - KCMH subsequently increased
its stake in KCM to 75%.
 In November 2010 ASX listed Energio Limited entered into a put and call option agreement
to acquire 100% of KCMH from TGP; this was followed by Energio signing an additional
option agreement to acquire the 25% of the Project held by Bedford CP nominees Ltd
(“Bedford”).
 The consideration for TGP’s interest was 1,037.5 million shares in Energio, and that for
Bedford’s holding 215.83 million shares, with the acquisitions completed in 2011 - the
Company underwent a 1 for 10 consolidation following finalisation of the acquisition in
November 2011, and with the name being changed to Kogi Iron in late 2012 following recompliance with Chapters 1 and 2 of the ASX Listing Rules.
 The majority of TGP’s consideration shares were subsequently distributed to the
shareholders of TGP through an in-specie distribution.

Historic Activities
 Initial work investigating the iron mineralisation was undertaken by the Geological Survey
of Nigeria (“GSN”) in the early 1950s, with the results being published in a 1955 paper in
the Records of the Geological Survey of Nigeria.
 This work included the drilling of 30 holes for 1,993 ft (607.5 m) and the sinking of a single
shaft to obtain channel samples to compare with the drill samples - this was undertaken in
the north-east of the current MLs.
 No significant further work was carried out until the commencement of activities by Kogi
(Energio) in 2011.

Technical Due Diligence
 Initial work by Kogi (during the due diligence period) included an orientation ground
magnetics survey to test the veracity of the Government airborne magnetics data, and to
determine whether additional airborne magnetics surveying would be required.
 The survey concluded that the Government data was fit for purpose, and that no further
magnetics surveying was required.
 Due diligence activities also included the sinking of two 40 m deep winzes to collect
samples for assay - the samples were analysed by ALS in Perth.

Drilling, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves
 Drilling commenced immediately following closure of the transaction, with this work
resulting in the estimation of initial MRE in 2012, with this including Inferred Resources of
488 Mt @ 42.7% Fe.
 As mentioned above, the MRE covers just 14.65 km2 of the 100 km2 of prospective plateau
covered by the Company’s tenements, with the area selected as a result of the profile
mapping as shown in Figure 12 - this highlights the Resource upside potential.
 Further drilling resulted in an MRE upgrade as released to the market on December 10,
2013, with this presented in Table 3, and includes total Resources of 586.3 Mt @ 41.3%
Fe - 60% of the tonnage is in the Indicated category.
 This MRE is based on 686 RC (13,264 m) and 11 diamond drill holes (with depths ranging
between 16.9 m to 29.8 m), with a nominal spacing of 200 m x 100 m; nine of the diamond
holes were drilled as twins to RC holes to confirm the veracity of the RC results - the plan
of drilling as used in the MRE is shown as Figure 13.
 The mineralisation has been divided into two zones - “Zone A”, which includes the laterite,
and “Zone B”, which is the ferruginous oolite that is the main target of the proposed
operations.
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Table 3: Agbaja JORC 2012 compliant MRE
Agbaja JORC 2012 compliant MRE
Class

Tonnes (Mt)

Fe (%)

SiO2 (%)

Al2O3 (%)

P (%)

LOI (%)

Indicated

147.5

33.2

24.24

14.77

0.32

10.4

Inferred

33.9

31.7

26.15

15.04

0.3

10.3

Total Indicated + Inferred

181.4

32.9

24.6

14.82

0.31

10.4

Indicated

318.7

45.2

10.54

10.51

0.92

10.8

Inferred

86.3

44.7

11.25

10.73

0.87

10.8

Total Indicated + Inferred

405

45.1

10.69

10.56

0.91

10.8

Total Indicated

466.2

41.4

14.87

11.86

0.73

10.7

Total Inferred

120.1

41.1

15.45

11.95

0.71

10.6

Total Indicated + Inferred

586.3

41.3

14.99

11.88

0.72

10.7

Zone A

Zone B

Combined Zone A and Zone B

Source: Kogi
Figure 13: Agbaja MRE area showing drilling and planned operational areas - Phase 2 holes have not been drilled

Source: Kogi

 Table 4 presents Ore Reserves as used in the 2014 PFS - this included mineralisation from
Zone B only, and, given the proposed change of operations from concentrate export to
steel production, these will need to be updated to consider the different modifying factors.
 The Company is of the view that these may in fact increase.
Table 4: Agbaja JORC 2012 compliant Ore Reserves
Agbaja JORC 2012 compliant Ore Reserves
Class
Probable

Tonnes (Mt)

Fe (%)

SiO2 (%)

Al2O3 (%)

P (%)

Mn (%)

LOI (%)

S (%)

TiO2 (%)

223.7

45.7

9.98

10.58

0.93

0.08

10.49

0.07

0.25

Source: Kogi

Scoping Study/Pre-feasibility Study
 As mentioned previously the original strategy was to produce a magnetite concentrate for
export, with the activities mentioned above being used in a Scoping Study (subsequently
upgraded to a Pre-feasibility Study), with the results being released to the market on
January 29, 2014.
 Although we won’t discuss the results in detail, the Study envisaged an operation producing
5 Mtpa of 58% Fe concentrate, with this being barged 602 km down the Niger River for
transhipment near the Gulf of Guinea.
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 Key points and results arising from the Study included:
––

PFS established the economic and technical viability of a 5 Mtpa iron ore project at
Agbaja at the then prevailing iron ore/concentrate prices,

––

Financial modelling returned an IRR of 23.7% and estimated pre-tax NPV of US$420
million (at a 12% discount rate),

––

The CAPEX estimate was US$497 million and capital intensity of US$99.4/annual
tonne of concentrate,

––

Average operating costs were US$42.98/tonne concentrate FOB,

––

A four year capital payback,

––

At the time the Project was ranked in the bottom quartile for capital intensity and the
bottom half of the operating cost curve of magnetite projects,

––

Modelling used a long term forecast FOB price of US$73.00/t iron ore concentrate,and,

––

Returned a net margin of US$30/t and an average EBITDA of US$136M p.a.

 The commencement of a DFS was approved, however the release of the Study coincided
in the start of a protracted slide in the iron ore price, with 63% fines falling from ~US$136/
tonne in December 2013 to ~US$40/tonne in December 2015.
 This fall in price led to the decision to investigate the integrated cast steel making
opportunity, on which current activities have been concentrated.
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